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pro/engineer wildfire 5.0 - disruptive product design and simulation software with real-time
photorendering, which adds textures, reflections, shadows, and backgrounds as you work on your
model. imagine is no longer the sole tool for streamlining product design. wildfire 5.0 introduces a

whole new level of visual realism and intuitive interaction that will help designers create better
designs faster. built on pro/engineers compelling extensibility architecture and proven

interoperability with other ptc software tools, users will experience unprecedented productivity
improvement by leveraging their existing solutions to build a strong foundation and accelerate the
release of new product development solutions. wildfire 5.0 will further help you design, engineer,

and simulate products that are more connected to real world needs. enhanced parametric modeling
enables you to build one model to represent more than one product with the same number of parts

(figure 6). this offers greater flexibility as you iterate from a design over a wide range of product
variants. you can then perform fast, reliable product analysis for parameterized parts. furthermore,

you can use the capabilities of the ptc parametric software environment to rapidly access parametric
product design information, obtain expert reviews, and explore alternative options for parts design
optimization. pro/engineer wildfire 5.0 will also help you overcome the barriers to a flexible design
environment. this includes automation and reactive control, while you actively work. wildfire 5.0

provides a flexible model environment that offers you the ability to construct designs that can react
to the realities of your system. this lets you add data to a model, and later modify and control how

the model reacts in real time (figure 7). you can also push design and engineering concepts into the
system itself (figure 8).
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the next step was taking the virtual prototype to the shop floor, for toolmaking. the prototype was
built by hand, using a guided router to cut out the curves. the cutting tools were designed in

pro/engineer wildfire. once the board had been fabricated, it was reassembled in pro/engineer
wildfire with the new components. the board was then taken to the shop for final testing. once the
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board was complete, it was tested in the water for performance and quality control. figure 8. wildfire
offers a new intelligent help system that not only helps you locate a command or procedure, but will
also help you find all of its related commands and procedures. in addition, the company has made

wildfire, like pro/engineer, a web-based application. some of its new and enhanced features include
the ability to automatically route lines, convert 2d sketches to 3d solids, and create wireframes from

design intent. the user interface has been modernized with a glass-like look and feel, and a new
toolbar helps you get through the software faster by offering shortcuts and commands that are

grouped into logical areas. new self-sizing windows make it easier to create scale-appropriate views.
figure 9. wildfire 5.0 offers two new surface modeling tools that leverage the solid-based geometry

engine. the first is the solid editor, which offers a variety of modifications to an existing surface.
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